Survival of the Fittest
A report into the challenges of running a
profitable fitness business
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Foreword
Running a profitable fitness business has its own set of unique challenges. It’s not only about the fitness professional
consistently delivering excellent sessions for clients, but also about the effective management of their business
operations – attracting new clients, handling admin, and more.
Equally, achieving success in the sector is about more than just core qualifications and good intentions. To ensure
long-term success, fitness professionals need a set of strong business skills that they can consistently draw upon.
This is particularly true given that fitness is an increasingly crowded marketplace in which PTs, coaches and gym
owners need to look for ways to stand out and differentiate themselves from their competitors.
In this report, we take a unique look at the biggest challenges faced by those working at the forefront of the fitness
industry, namely personal trainers and gym owners.
We’ll also ask how they can better manage their commercial operations to ensure they go the distance and –
ultimately – grow the sector in an organic and robust way.

Section one: Introduction

4. Budget-friendly gyms – some with memberships
as low as £9.99 per month – have sprung up in
almost every town and city across the UK. These
low-cost options have helped to democratise
health and fitness for the mass market, which
is moving away from the expensive health clubs
made popular in the 1980s and 1990s.

The UK fitness sector is estimated to be worth
£4.9billion, with one in seven Brits a member of a gym.

£4.9 Billion

5. The smartwatch and personal fitness tracker
market is also booming. As a result, many
consumers now feel more empowered to take
control over their health and fitness in a way that
was never before possible.
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Perhaps unsurprisingly, this has led to a surge in the
number of personal trainers (PTs) and independent
%
gyms.
More than a
quarter (27%)
Indeed, statistics show that there are currently 26,000
of PTs also
PTs in the UK, with 80% of these believe
workingthat
on a freelance
basis. Low-cost fitness facilities have
helped
many PTs
their gyms
to start their own businesses by allowing
them
could do costeffective access to a ready-made audience
moreoftogym
enthusiasts.
generate
bookings for
themin the UK.
In 2018, there were also 7,038 fitness facilities
These are hugely varied in terms of size and type, with
a growing number of independent or boutique fitness
outlets.
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It’s a rapidly-growing market which has seen enormous
disruption in the past 10 years. This being driven by a
number of key factors.

26,000 PTs

80%

1. Higher awareness and interest in health and
of which
nutrition caused by social media.
An Instagram
search of #Fitness
returns
over
337million
results
work freelance
worldwide, with #Nutrition claiming another 40
million, showing the power of this channel alone.
The increasing popularity of fitness influencers also
has an important role to play.

£4,992,000

2. Continuous messaging on healthier eating and
more exercise is filtering into the public psyche,
Lost in “no shows”
encouraging people to make conscious decisions
on their lifestyle.every week

£4.9 Billion

£8,136
There’s real money to be made. The average PT charges
1
2
3
4
5
6

- on average - £40 per hour-long session, with 7% even
Sacrificed
annually
charging £76-£100
per
hour.
Many
on admin will
pay commission to
independent gym
3. The expanding role of lifestyle medicine in the
owners for the
NHS; a trend whereby patients are encouraged to
of which
space and access to
use exercise and nutrition as a way to prevent and
facilities.
work freelance
manage
from stress
29%a range of health conditions,
44%
4%
and anxiety to multiple sclerosis.

26,000 PTs

80%
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However, the vast majority of PTs are far from
achieving full client capacity (and therefore maximum
income) - on average, PTs are only spending 4.5 hours
per day actually training clients.
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We’ll ask whether PTs are generally equipped with
core business skills to be able to effectively grow their
business and what impact this is having – both on the
PTs themselves, the independent gym owners and the
health and fitness sector as a whole.
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£4.9 Billion

What’s holding them back?

We will also look at how PTs and gym owners can
recover the time and profit they lose by implementing
the right tools. Tools that empower them to maximise
their business potential and grow their profits.

26,000 PTs

In this report, we’ll look at the barriers to growth for
PTs and independent gym owners. We surveyed 100
of each group and asked what they see as the biggest
challenges in running a profitable fitness business.
We will examine how much time is wasted on
administration and how much revenue is lost to the
dreaded “no-show.”

80% of which

b

work freelance

Summary of key findings
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£4,992,000
£8,136
26,000
PTs
Lost in “no
shows”
Sacrificed annually
•

80%

every week
on admin
of which
Personal trainers sacrifice £8,136 every year on time spent doing admin
work freelance

• One in three PTs felt unprepared to deal with business challenges when they started up

29

44

• 6,240 PTs
without any practical business skills
%are currently working in the profession %
• No-shows cost the fitness sector £4,992,000 every week

£4,992,000

• Two-thirds of PTs think gyms could offer them more business support

4%

£8,136

• 29% of PTs still manage client bookings via pen and paper

Lost inof PTs
“no
shows”
Sacrificed
annually
still rely
on local
of gym owners would
be
newspaper advertising
willing to offer more admin
58% of gym owners and 44% of PTs still rely on local newspaper advertising or booking support to PTs
every week
on admin

of PTs still manage client
bookings via pen and paper

•

• Only 4% of gym owners would be willing to offer more admin or booking support to PTs

0

60%

100

Someone else does it
0

29%

44%

40%

100

4%

I do it myself

of PTs still manage client
bookings via pen and paper

24%

of PTs still rely on local
newspaper advertising

76%

qu

of gym owners would be
willing to offer more admin
or booking support to PTs

24%

Section two: What challenges do personal trainers face?
Around eight in 10 of today’s personal trainers are self-employed. The benefits of this are obvious, with many PTs
enjoying the freedom and flexibility that this kind of model offers. They can choose their own clients, choose how
much – or how little – they work, choose how much they charge and have complete control over their earnings.
However, it takes more than just core fitness skills to make it in today’s industry. While they may not have to worry
about payroll or employment tax, running a successful and profitable PT business comes with a number of issues.

So, what do personal trainers see as their biggest challenges?
Clients cancelling / no-shows										58%
Promoting my business to a wider client base							

49%

Getting enough clients through the door								38%
Finding the time to do my admin tasks								

27%

The unpredictable nature of my salary								27%
Getting my head around the legal factors of running my own business, such as tax legislation
and national insurance.										27%
The seasonality of my work – sometimes it’s busy, sometimes it’s not					

22%

The cost of hiring space within my gym								

20%

Organising my day, with efficient use of my time							

16%

The top challenges for PTs, as outlined above, can be broadly categorised into
four areas:
1. Last-minute cancellations and no-shows
2. Promotion and marketing
3. Admin, finances and time-management
4. The business skills gap
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1. Last-minute cancellations and no-shows

2. Promotion and marketing

No-shows and cancellations are a huge issue for the
industry, with PTs saying that clients miss or cancel
sessions on average five times per week. This increases
to 6-8 times per week for a fifth of PTs.

As with any self-employed individual, a steady workflow
(and salary) for PTs depends on both their ability to
provide a good service, but also to generate and convert
new clients. Promotion and marketing plays a pivotal role
in this.

How many times per week do PT clients
miss their sessions?

How do PTs currently promote their
services to new clients?

1-2 times				33%
3-5 times				27%
6-8 times				22%
9-12 times				13%
Never				4%

Local leaflet drop				62%
Online advertising, e.g. Facebook, Twitter

51%

Local paper					44%
Gym poster					40%
Peer-to-Peer, e.g. Client referrals		

27%

Clients’ failure to show up to confirmed PT sessions is
costing the industry dearly:

Website, with SEO optimisation		

18%

Other (please specify)			

2%

One PT = £192 every week / £768 per month / £9,216
per year

I don’t promote my services			

0%

The PT industry = £4,992,000 every week / £19,968,000
per month / £239,616,000 per year
A huge 58% of PTs say this is having a negative effect on
their business. However, as each personal trainer could
be losing over £9,000 in annual income due to no-shows
and cancellations, perhaps reducing them should be even
higher up on their agenda.
This is particularly pertinent given that more than a
quarter (27%) of PTs cite the unpredictable nature of
their income as a key business challenge and a fifth
highlight the cost of hiring space within a gym.
If PTs could eliminate the detrimental impact of noshows, it would increase their income and remove some
of the pressure of gym costs. Not only would this drive
revenue but could also help to reduce stress and create
peace-of-mind.

“PTs say that clients
miss or cancel sessions
on average five times per
week”

Encouragingly, all PTs stated that they promote their
services in some way. More than half (51%) are also
aware of the lead-generation capabilities of social media,
with around a fifth (18%) saying that they have a website
and use SEO optimisation to promote it.
However, many PTs are still using relatively old-fashioned
methods of marketing, such as advertising in their local
newspaper. Considering the ongoing circulation decline
of many regional titles, this seems a little out-of-step with
modern life, and shouldn’t solely be relied upon.
Peer-to-peer referrals work well – and will continue to
do so. In fact, research by Trustpilot recently found that
almost nine in 10 consumers are more likely to associate
a review score with trustworthiness and choose that
product or service above others – especially when shown
on an advert.
However, these could be turbo-charged with online
platforms that highlight testimonials and ensure that PTs
are pushed to the top of Google.
Of course, promotion doesn’t come for free. We found
that the average PT spends around £70 per month on
promotional activity – equating to around £840 per year.

How much do PTs spend promoting their
services each month?

One PT = £169.50 every week / £678 per month / £8,136
per year
The PT industry = £4,407,000 every week / £17,628,000
per month / £211,536,000 per year

£51 - £75				56%
£76 + per month			

31%

These figures are concerning, given that more than three
in four (76%) PTs say they don’t make enough money
from their business. In many cases, freelance PTs do
not outsource or find alternative means to complete
admin – possibly because they believe it saves money to
do it themselves. But this isn’t the case. Time spent on
admin tasks has a fundamentally adverse effect on PTs’
income.

£26 - £50				11%
Clearly, a good deal of budget is being invested by PTs
on marketing their services. But, given that 49% still
see promotion to a wider client base as an important
business challenge, they are perhaps not spending on the
most efficient channels.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, 27% of PTs say they consider
finding time for admin amongst their biggest challenges
– with half stating that admin management is by far the
most boring part of their week. 29% of PTs say they can
let admin get on top of them and nearly a fifth (18%) say
they’re not good at doing it.

Another key challenge for PTs is around seasonality.
However, a well thought-out and executed promotional
strategy would help to mitigate this. A PT could, for
example, promote seasonal offers that encourage new
clients at quieter times.

3. Admin, finances and time management

However, this could be ostensibly due to PTs not
managing various aspects of their admin in the most
efficient way.

Administration tasks are the bugbear of many a
freelancer. Indeed, a poll by the Federation of Small
Businesses found that a huge 76% of business owners
feel they spend too much time on business admin
practices.

Which methods do PTs use to manage
bookings?

For personal trainers, business compliance is just one
side of the story. Although accounting and insurance are
key, PTs must also organise and manage client bookings,
payments and refunds – a time-consuming task. This
takes the average personal trainer 30-45 minutes every
day, or 3.8 hours every week, and is causing a great deal
of wasted client contact time.

On my computer / phone calendar

62%

In my head				47%
With a pen and paper system

29%

On a dedicated booking
management platform		

How much time do PTs spend completing
admin tasks each week?

22%

Although 62% of PTs use digital calendars, a third still
manage bookings via pen and paper. A further 47% even
say they do it in their heads. This is likely to be the cause
of important errors, miscommunication and inefficiency –
all of which erodes client loyalty and trust.

2-4 hours				36%
1-2 hours				27%
4-6 hours				27%
6-8 hours				7%
8+ hours				4%

One PT = 3.8 hours every week / 15.2 hours per month /
7.6 days per year
The PT industry = 98,800 hours every week
What’s more, spending time on admin tasks mean PTs
are missing out on:
8

Only 22% of PTs currently manage their bookings

29
% dedicated platforms, which
44%can automate these
through

4%

processes and remove the hassle.

Business compliance
of PTs still manage client
bookings via pen and paper

of PTs still rely on local

of gym owners would be
willing to offer more admin
or booking support to PTs

advertising
Who manages PTs’newspaper
accounts?

0

60%

100

Someone else does it
0

40%

100

I do it myself

Six in 10 personal trainers choose to use an external

provider
24
% for their accounts
76and
% tax – something which

24%

is costing them an average of £52 per month. The
remainder, who handle these tasks internally, spend
around 3.3 hours doing so. Given that the average PT
charges £40 per hourly client session, this equates to
No
Yes
around
£1,500 in lost revenue
every year.

How much does outsourcing the accounting
cost PTs per month?
£26 - £50			
27%

59%

£51 - £75			

22%

£76 + per month		

11%

4. The business skills gap

26%

Under
More than a quarter
(27%)£25			7%
of
PTs also worry about
whether their business will
last more than a few years

How long do PTs spend on accounting?
I do it myself
2-4 hours			44%
1-2 hours			28%
4-6 hours			11%
Less than 1 hour		

6%

6-8 GDPR
hours			6%

budget in undertaking accounting tasks, all of which
are linked to their chosen method for managing their
bookings. That’s money and time that could be better
Yes
spent elsewhere – such as working with clients or
effectively promoting services to generate new custom.
A simple solution for PTs could be to use a dedicated,
automated system for recording their bookings and
revenue.

IR35

8+ hours			6%

“Only 22% of PTs manage
their bookings through
dedicated platforms”

Clearly, PTs are investing a significant chunk of time and

Personal
training as a recognised and certified profession
75%
is relatively new. Whilst fitness instructors became
widespread – many even celebrities – during in the
1980s, they were often cartoonish and farcical.
Today’selse
PTs does
are health
Someone
it professionals in their own
right and subject to rigorous certification procedures.
However, despite PT qualifications meticulously covering
the physical aspects of health and fitness best practice,
general business skills training can sometimes be
omitted.
Around one in four (24%) PTs stated that they were
not taught business skills as part of their training. That’s
almost 6,240 small business owners entering the
profession without any practical business skills.
Given that eight in 10 UK PTs are self-employed, this is
a clear oversight and one that needs to be addressed
if personal trainers are to be given the best chance of
success in future.

0
60%skills
How many
PTs were taught business
Someone
else
does
it
as part of their training?

Yes		
No		

24%

0

This skills gap is
apparent when looking at PTs’
100
confidence in their business management and longevity.
One in three personal trainers surveyed said they felt
unprepared to deal with the challenges of running a
100
profitable business when they started up. More than
a quarter (27%) of PTs also worry about whether their
business will last more than a few years.

24%

40%

I do76%
it myself

24%

76%

Yes

No

Overall, it seems that PTs are spending time and budget
on business management practices that are inefficient
Yes profits as a result. There is
and negatively impacting their
% that can drive
a real need to invest in better technology
more streamlined processes within their businesses.

24

Yes

27%

Amongst those who didn’t receive business training,
71% said that it would have been helpful to have this
included in their start up training.
Encouragingly, of those who were taught practical
%85% said they thought these were
business skills,
sufficient for their current day-to-day tasks. However,
given that a quarter of PTs didn’t receive any training –
and 15% of those who did say they don’t think it was of
a particularly high quality, there is clearly a massive skills
gap in the industry.

27

More than a quarter (27%) of
PTs also worry about
whether their business will
last more than a few years

GDPR

26%

75%

More than a quarter (27%) of
PTs also worry about
whether their business will
last more than a few years

I do it myself

Someone else does it

IR35

GDPR
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Section three: What challenges do gym owners face?
Most PTs work by renting a space in a gym; the majority
of whom pay a set fee to use the gym’s facilities and
carry out client sessions on the gym floor.
They will often also take group studio sessions as part
of the gym’s class timetable. In most cases, PTs will be
required to wear the gym’s branding, to give the illusion
of a homogenous team, when they are in fact working for
themselves, with their own clients and managing their
own schedules.
For the gym owners, therefore, a busy and profitable
freelance PT – who is supported by their gym – is a

highly lucrative asset. They are more likely to remain at
the facility – reducing the recruitment deficit suffered
by many gym groups and increasing the gym’s monthly
revenue through the PT’s fee. Likewise, an educated,
business-focused PT will tend to share their experience
and availability on social media, increasing reach on
an individual network level, beyond the reach of the
marketing campaigns operated by the gym.
It also means that – in many respects – gym owners
share the bugbears, frustrations and challenges of the
PTs, as their fortunes are fundamentally linked.

What are the biggest challenges for gym owners in running a profitable business?
PROMOTION

Promoting my business
to a wider audience

55%

GROWTH

Growing my
membership figures

49%

MANAGING BOOKINGS

Managing bookings
and clients

44%

MANAGING FREELANCERS

Managing freelance
PTs

29%

OCCUPANCY

Under-occupied gym
studios

24 %

POLICIES

Navigating employment
& HR policies

SEASONS

22%

Seasonality

13%

ADMIN

Dealing with admin
tasks

11%

Similarly, the top challenges for gym owners, as outlined above, can be broadly
categorised into four areas:
1. Promotion and member acquisition
2. Admin, management of members, bookings and finance
3. Under-occupation
4. Navigating employment and HR policies

1. Promotion and member acquisition

This provides a unique opportunity for a closer business
relationship between the PT and the gym owner on
social media. Gym owners can harness the power of the
PTs organic social media reach in exchange for services,
thereby creating a partnership relationship rather than a
rental agreement: the gym owner promotes the services
of the PT on their social pages, and in return, the PT
promotes the facilities and services of their chosen gym
group.

The industry has become increasingly competitive in
recent years, as the quantity of low-cost gyms multiplies
across the UK. The number of JD Gyms sites, for
example, almost doubled in 2017 alone.
But there is still headroom for growth. The 2018 State
of the UK Fitness Industry Report highlights that
the penetration rate currently sits at just 14.9% - so
marketing and promotion could help to considerably
increase membership figures, if done right.

There are also huge opportunities in this type of
advertising medium, with Facebook in particularly offering
a cost-effective and incredibly targeted way of reaching
– and engaging with – people in a specific locality.
It’s therefore vital that gym owners should pay close
attention to that fact.

How do gym owners currently promote
their services?

2. Admin, management of members,
bookings and finance

Local paper					58%
Local leaflet drop				55%
Online advertising, e.g. Facebook, Twitter

33%

Peer-to-Peer, e.g. Client referrals		

27%

It appears that gym owners are equally as frustrated by
the amount of time and/or budget they are forced to
spend on admin.

Gym poster					24%
Website, with SEO optimisation		

20%

I don’t promote my services			

6%

Other (please specify)			

2%

Similar to personal trainers, there is still a clear
dependence on traditional methods of marketing
amongst gym owners. Local paper advertising and
leaflet drops are used by 58% and 55% of gym owners,
respectively, with a quarter still relying on posters to
advertise their facilities to prospective new customers.
Personal trainers are far more likely to use social media
advertising. This is perhaps because they are likely to
already be communicating with clients via this platform,
to manage their bookings and share stories of success.
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No

Yes

Yes

Given that this group tends to consist of small businesses with more than one employee, managing financial admin
and HR procedures are likely to be an even more time-consuming drain on resource. It’s therefore unsurprising that
75% of respondents said they outsource accounting and tax processes.

27%
Who manages gym owners’ tax and
accounts?
Someone else does it		
£4.9
Billion
I do it myself			

Less than 1 hour			

2

3

4

5

75%

I do it myself

Someone else does it

75%
More than a quarter (27%) of
PTs also worry about
whether their business will
last more than a few years

26%

How much time does it take to do the accounts each
month?

1

26%

6

27%

7%

7

1-2 hours				14%
2-4 hours				57%

26,000 PTs

More than a
quarter (27%)
ofIR35
PTs also
believe that
their gyms
could do
more to
generate
bookings for
them

GDPR

4-6 hours				7%

80%

6-8 hours				0%

of which
8+ hours				14%
work freelance

Again, we see that gym owners are either having to pay a premium for a
professional accountant or dedicate a good deal of time to their financial
management. For 14% of the gym owners surveyed, this totals more than eight hours, or one working day, every
month.

£4,992,000

inand
“noPTs
shows”
Managing Lost
clients
every week

£8,136

Sacrificed annually
on admin

For obvious commercial and reputational reasons, gym owners are keen to have as much control as possible over the
output of PTs operating on their premises. Of course, customer-facing businesses can live or die by the reputation
of their staff. But, for gym owners, whose “staff” may not be required to adhere to any particular brand guidelines, a
fresh approach, where the gym owner and PT have a closer relationship can benefit all parties.

29%

44%

4%

Indeed, more than two in five (44%) of the businesses surveyed said they would prefer to have more input into how
PTs treat their clients (the gym owner’s members.)
of PTs still
rely on
local how my PTsoftreat
gym owners
would
be
I would like to have more
input
over
their
clients
(my members)			

of PTs still manage client
bookings via pen and paper

newspaper advertising

willing to offer more admin
or booking support to PTs

44%

3. Under-occupation
0

60%

100

One Someone
in two gym
owners recognises the mutual benefits of PT with a busy schedule. It therefore seems obvious that
else does it
they should offer as much support to PTs as possible, to reduce under-occupation of both gyms and fitness studios.
0

do itPTs
myself
IfI my
grow

40%

100

their client base, it has a positive effect on my business				

49%

However, whilst 61% of gym owners believe they do enough to help PTs build and maintain their business, only 44%
of PTs would say the same. This suggests a clear disconnect.

24%

76%

24%

More than a quarter (27%) of PTs also believe that their gyms could do more to generate bookings for them.
I think my gym offers enough support to PTs when it comes to helping them run their business
Yes

No

Yes

I think my gym could offer more support when it comes to running my business (PT)			

44%
61%

Furthermore, only 4% of gym owners said they would be willing to offer more admin or booking support to PTs; a
% highly self-destructive.
76%
24%
display of apathy that could24
prove
I would be happy to offer more helpful / time-saving booking or admin systems to my PTs		

4%

On the surface, it seems obvious. PTs are generally frustrated with the time they have to spend on admin. If they
could find ways to become more
and earn
No run their business, they can train more clientsYes
Yes time-efficient in how they
more as a result. Gym owners should therefore be willing to help with this in any way they can. But it seems this isn’t
being properly understood at present.

4. Navigating HR and employment practices
As with any business of a certain size, many gym owners are legally obliged to adhere to a range of HR and
employment practices. These
27can
% be incredibly complex and difficult to understand, so navigating such processes can
be a minefield. It’s therefore unsurprising to find that around a fifth (22%) of independent gym owners surveyed said
that this is a key challenge for their business.

26%

75%

These procedures range from general data protection regulation (GDPR) to IR35 tax regulations, and implementation
of a sound health and safety policy. Employment contracts are also an area of difficulty for many SMEs, as are
More than a quarter (27%) of
policies on sickness, retirement,
and maternity or paternity leave. A good employment lawyer can take
PTs also worryredundancy
about
whether
their
business
will
responsibility for these issues but will come at a cost.
last more than a few years

I do it myself

Someone else does it

Finding suitable, cost-effective alternatives is therefore likely to be a key priority for many UK gym owners.

GDPR

IR35
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Section four: What’s the solution?
It’s clear from the figures in this report that the little things really do add up – both in terms of time and budget
invested. An hour on admin that could have been better spent with a client. An extra £100 for a specialist to handle a
complicated employment contract. Time is our most valuable asset. But, a succession of small, time-consuming and
budget-draining tasks are holding back the fitness sector from reaching its full potential. It’s time for a change.

If businesses could automate their everyday business tasks, which would they find
useful?
									Gym owners		Personal Trainers

Client session notes						69%			64%
Online bookings						42%			42%
Increasing and posting of client reviews			

35%			

38%

Online payments						33%			33%
Marketing capability via text / email / social media		

22%			

29%

Live calendar / diary						20%			27%
Session reminders						18%			20%
Missed sessions refunds / payments / admin			

11%			

18%

Accounts							7%			4%

Both PTs and gym owners are in agreement that they
want less admin, more action. PTs want to do what they
do best – train their clients. Gym owners want to ensure
that their facilities are maximised to their best potential.
The fibodo platform provides an all-in-one solution to all
of these issues. It allows PTs to take client bookings,
get paid, and grow their business - all in one place.
The easy-to-use booking management platform is fullycustomisable and provides the best way to manage and
increase client sessions - slashing hours of admin and
reducing costs so PTs can earn more money.
Pre-payment via the platform means that no-shows and
cancellations are drastically reduced – and the negative
financial impact they cause is completely eliminated.
fibodo is also very affordable. For example, PTs could use
the platform to complete their admin for £9.99 per month
– a fraction of the cost of what the average PT currently
spends.
For gym owners, fibodo’s Booking Hub platform provides
a quick and simple way to promote and book classes
and PT sessions - significantly increasing the value of
personal trainers and their role within clubs. Gym owners
can access a ‘ready-made’ platform without the need for
technical knowledge or R&D investment. They will benefit
from brand consistency, transparency over all bookings
and rich data on the performance of clubs, PTs and the

experience of members. All bookings, payments, refunds
and cancellations are all automated, dramatically reducing
the time spent on admin.
Personal Trainers will also get the tools to best promote
and sell their time. The gym owner provides brand
credibility, ongoing support, and new sales channels
to help the PT manage and increase client bookings slashing hours of admin, reducing costs and increasing
revenue.

Get in touch today to see how we could help your fitness
business grow and reach its full potential.

T: 0207 043 0043
E: info@fibodo.com
fibodo
410 Linen Hall
162-168 Regent Street
London
W1B 5TD
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